
Capture a photo or video of your cat 
completing the various tasks on the list. 

 

Each task is worth 1 point.
One picture/video can count for up to 2 tasks. For example, if your cat
wore a harness at the pet store, one photo/video could count for #1 and #20.
You cannot use one photo/video for more than two tasks.
If you have multiple cats, they can all participate in the challenge, but they
each need to complete their own tasks. 
Level 1 tasks can be completed indoors or outdoors. Level 2, 3, and 4
tasks must be completed outside your home.
All tasks must have been completed between April 1-30, 2021.

RULES: 
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Adventure Challenge

www.kittycatgo.com

Post in the KittyCatGO Adventure Team Facebook Group 

Post on Instagram and use #kittycatgoadventurechallenge 

HOW TO SUBMIT ENTRIES: 

       AND/OR

       (as a Grid Post - Stories and Reels not accepted)
In your posts, please specify which challenge(s) your cat is completing.

Deadline to submit: Friday, April 30th 11:59pm EDT

Grand Prize: Sleepypod Aid Carrier + Cat Adventure Sticker Pack
2nd Place Prize: T-shirt, Custom Leash, + Cat Adventure Sticker Pack
Random Drawing*: T-shirt + Cat Adventure Sticker Pack
              *must complete at least 10 tasks to be eligible for the random drawing

To officially join and be eligible for prizes, you must register
at www.kittycatgo.com/adventure-challenge



Level 3
31. Showing off a happy tail while on an outing 
32. Going geocaching
33. Crossing a creek
34. On a bridge
35. Eating at a restaurant's outdoor patio
36. Climbing a tree
37. At a waterfall
38. At a historical landmark
39. Beside a body of water
40. In front of a street art wall mural
41. At a farmer's market/outdoor market
42. Drinking or eating a treat on an adventure
43. Performing a clicker training trick
44. On a nighttime adventure
45. Hike/walk 3 miles

Level 4
46. Crossing the street on a leash 
47. Riding in a canoe/kayak
48. Stand-up paddle boarding
49. Riding on a bike
50. At the top of a mountain
51. Camping
52. On a motor boat
53. Going swimming
54. Hike/walk 5 miles
55. Staying overnight somewhere other    
       than home

Level 1
1.Wearing a harness
2. Wearing ID tags
3. Posing with a Pet First Aid Kit
4. Solving a food puzzle
5. Willingly getting into a carrier (video) 
6. Napping in a carrier
7. Meeting someone new (human or animal)
8. Posing somewhere high
9. Jumping over an obstacle
10. Hunting bugs
11. Bird/squirrel watching
12. Wearing an article of clothing 
13. Riding on your shoulders
14. Performing a clicker training trick 
15. Walking on a leash

Level 2
16. Riding in a backpack/sling/carrier/stroller
17. Going for a car ride
18. Hanging outside your home/apartment
19. At a park
20. At a pet store
21. At a cemetery
22. On a playground
23. In a patch or field of flowers
24. Watching the sunset
25. On a large rock
26. On a tree stump or fallen log
27. Playing or rolling in dirt/sand
28. Learning a new trick
29. Stopping to smell something
30. Hike/walk 1 mile

Complete at least 10 tasks from Level 1 to be
recognized as a Novice Adventurer on our website.

Complete at least 10 tasks from each Level 1
AND Level 2 to be recognized as an Advancing

Adventurer on our website.

Complete at least 10 tasks from each Level 1, 2,
AND 3 to be recognized as a Trailblazing

Adventurer on our website.

Complete at least 10 tasks from each Level 1, 2,
and 3, and at least 5 tasks from Level 4 to be
recognized as an Expert Adventurer on our

website.

Complete ALL tasks to be recognized as a
Champion Adventurer on our website.


